DEVELOPING AND ENHANCING
MENTAL STRENGTH FOR BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AND SALES
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THE SCIENCE AND CONTENT

THE CONTENTION

The sales-mind content has been compiled from thought leadership
in evidence based science. This has been aggregated into a set of tools,
techniques and mental constructs that enhance mental strength.

Traditional sales training companies
Whilst traditional sales training in skills and
process addresses ‘what to do and how to do’,
it does not cover the mental constructs needed

Skills and

Methodology

Draw from evidence based:

• Sports
Psychology

TOOLS

Mindset
Empathy

Developing mental
strength & toughness
for business
development
and sales work

Focus

• Business
Psychology
• Positive
Psychology
• Behavioural
Economics
• Neuroscience

TECHNIQUES

Self Belief/
Confidence

Resilience

for consistent application and execution.
We call this the ‘knowing versus doing’ gap.

The key to closing the gap is the enabling factor
of mindset, laying beneath the water line. This is
why our strap line is ‘All About Mindset’, enhancing
mental strength for business development and sales.
The improvement of Focus, Resilience, Motivation,
Self Belief/Confidence and Empathy are not aspects
that would normally be identified from a traditional

Motivation

TNA (Training Needs Analysis), however they

MENTAL
CONSTRUCTS

represent the key enablers in personal effectiveness
and sales productivity.
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THE CHALLENGES
Our experience has brought us to the conclusion that there are 5 challenges
anybody involved in sales or business development will experience.
Prospecting challenge:

Conversation Challenge:

Qualification Challenge:

Sales teams do not spend enough

Sales teams do not have the

Sales teams do not qualify

time effectively prospecting.

breadth and depth of conversation

hard enough. They fall back on

From account managers to desk

with prospective clients (or at

spending a disproportionate

based telesales prospecting is

the appropriate level). They are

amount of time compiling

tough work which is fraught

more comfortable relying on

proposals which are misaligned

with rejection. This means it is

generic power point slides to tell

and lead to downstream

often displaced by other activities

the client about the company

unrealistic sales forecasts.

not related to sales productivity.

and its capabilities rather than

(Key statistic: 60% of prospects

having conversations about

reported in sales forecasts

business needs or delivering

will lead to no decision source:

business insights.

Sales Benchmarking)

Adversity Challenge:
Sales teams do not recover

THE GENERIC SALES PROCESS

well from the inevitable setbacks
and rejections. They fall back
into comfort zones and
‘displacement activities’.

PROSPECTING

Confidence Challenge:
Even beneath the skin of the most
outwardly confident individuals

NEEDS ANALYSIS

there can reside a lack of self
belief or confidence. Especially
when tasked to engage at the ‘C’
level or take on new product lines

DEMONSTRATING
CAPABILITY

or a new sales methodology.

GAINING
COMMITMENT
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THE GENERIC OUTCOMES

THE CASE STUDIES

The 3 R’s of responsibility:
An imbued sense
of self awareness

Responsibility for...
• My own behaviour & performance
• My own self development
• Being a good team player

Putting ‘you’ in control
of a process that makes
success happen

CLIENT

Further case studies and client references are available on request

SECTOR

ISSUE

OUTCOME

Telecoms

Product to Solution selling

28% increase in solution sales

“ The sales-mind programme gave my team the self belief and focus to move from a product to a solution based approach.”
Managing Director

THE SALES-MIND SUCCESSES

Telecoms

New business acquisition

55% increase in new business acquisition rates

“ What’s so different about the sales-mind programme is its “stickiness”. For my team it has led to genuine and lasting
behavioural change.” Commercial Sales Director

Professional Services

Pipeline development

60% increase in qualified pipeline

“ The result is clearly measurable in increased prospecting and a markedly heightened 60% uplift in the sales value in the
company’s pipeline compared with the period prior to the programme.” Principal

Software

Key staff retention

80%-100% over 6 months

“ They work in a tough industry sector, we are a tough company to work for; they do a tough job and I am tough on them. I feel this
programme will leave a lasting legacy and I have invested in them with something that really helps.” SVP UK & Ireland
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THE SOLUTION :

THE GOOD NEWS
The science tells us that whatever your start point anybody can improve
their Focus, Resilience, Motivation, Self Belief, Confidence and Empathy.

TASTER SESSION

1 Hour interactive session positioned at management or sales team meetings/events
to give key stakeholders an appreciation of the sales-mind positioning and approach.

DISCOVERY

A number of structured interviews and questionnaires to enable language and
content alignment where necessary.

WORKSHOP CONTENT

Delivery Options
1 x 2-Day Workshop
2 x 1-Day Workshops
4 x 1/2-Day Workshops

1-2-1 COACHING

1hr 1-2-1 delegate coaching reinforcing and ingraining key learnings from
the workshops.

ALUMNI RESOURCE

On-line access to all the sales-mind material and resources.

LINKEDIN USER GROUP

Invite to join the sales-mind LinkedIn user group, where posts are made on thought
leadership material supporting and augmenting the sales-mind concepts.

Key Statistic
Only 22% of sales people taken from a
cross section of B2B sectors will hit their
annual sales target*. The impact of moving

What ever your mindset start point...
you can improve!

each individual a number of % points on
the standard distribution curve of success

10%
15%

makes a dramatic contribution to top and
bottom line performance.
(*Source Sales Benchmarking)

Any % improvement in performance
goes straight to the top and bottom line,

5%
20%

providing a compelling ROI on investments
in a sales-mind programme.
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THE WORKSHOP CONTENT

THE SALES-MIND TEAM

ONE-DAY WORKSHOP 1

ONE-DAY WORKSHOP 2

FOCUS AND RESILIENCE

MOTIVATION, SELF BELIEF, CONFIDENCE AND EMPATHY

Learning Outcomes:

Learning Outcomes:

Renewed focus on key activities that make

Understanding the drivers of confidence

success happen. Enhanced ability to bounce back

and self motivation. Enhanced collaborative

from set backs and adversity.

relationships with colleagues and customers.

• Time allocated to core selling talk - Structured exercise

• The determinations of competence based confidence

• CIA - Control Influence Accept Model

• Intrinsic v extrinsic motivation

• The Brain - Our most important business tool

• Purpose Autonomy Mastery

• Chimp Paradox - A model of the brain

• Personal and Team values

• The multi tasking myth

• Fixed v Growth mindset

• Urgent v Important

• Being a winner - A new perspective

• Personal plan–do–review - Time management model

• A radical experiment with empathy

• Self coaching

• Spot light effect

• Pomodoro technique - For avoiding distractions

• Active listening exercise

sales-mind concepts come from a rich

• Managing technology vs It managing you

• Empathy with clients and colleagues

background in operational sales, sales

• Negativity bias

• Introduction to the concepts of mindfulness

leadership and psychology. This blend

These aspects are not generally

• Learned optimism

• Delayed gratification

• Explanatory styles - Dealing with adversity

• Focus on the inputs of the sales process

has allowed a unique, impactful and

identified from a traditional TNA.

• Taking in the good

refreshingly different way of investing

However they represent key enablers

• Introduction to Alumni resource and LinkedIn user group

in your sales teams.

in personal effectiveness.”
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Mark Williams CEO
The ambition at sales-mind is to
augment any traditional sales training
in process and methodology.
The content has been moulded
into a set of tools, techniques and
mental constructs (delivered on 2,
1-day workshops) that help sales teams
“The team who developed the

with Focus, Resilience, Motivation,
Self Belief/Confidence and Empathy.
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Tel: 01727 220 747
Email: info@sales-mind.co.uk
www.sales-mind.co.uk

